Library hours for Spring Quarter:

Monday: 7:30am to 4:30pm
Tuesday: 7:30am to 9:45pm
Wednesday: 7:30am to 9:45pm
Thursday: 7:30am to 9:45pm
Friday: 7:30am to 4:30pm
Saturday: Closed
Sunday: Closed

Library News

What's the Book?? Follow us and join the fun! We'll give you the answer the following morning along with a new line to guess.

Four paperback fiction books to the Sullivan University Libraries until March 4 for the chance to "dress down." Students who donate a pair of paperback books will benefit the library's free paperback swap, the privilege of bypassing the customary professional dress requirement. Donated books will be featured in the what doesn't.

For each day in 2010 the Library will be testing your knowledge of our book collections to the university community. During February, the library will have a book display of materials from the collection to commemorate Black History Month, highlighting accomplished Kentuckians. The Wall Street Journal Guide to Information Graphics: the dos and don'ts of presenting data, facts and figures. The definitive guide to the graphic presentation of information.


The Econosphere: what makes the economy really work, how to protect it and maximize your opportunity for financial prosperity. FT Press, 2010.

Social Capital in the Knowledge Economy by Craig Thomas. Leading economist Craig Thomas reveals the amazing economic crises that triggered a global financial disaster and nearly bankrupted the author. The definitive guide to the graphic presentation of information.


Linchpins by Seth Godin. There used to be two teams in every workplace: management and labor. Now there's a third team, the linchpins. Linchpins are the essential building blocks of great organizations. Like the small piece of hardware that keeps a wheel from falling off its axle, they may not be famous but they're indispensable.

Busted: Life Inside the Great Mortgage Meltdown by Edmund L. Andrews. A compendium of breathtakingly bad judgment and cynicism on the part of the brainiest people and biggest institutions in American finance.

We all live inside the Econosphere: a living, breathing, global organism that choreographs billions of performers with breathtaking precision and can make life better for everyone. Things work best if we understand what works, what doesn't. The Econosphere...what makes the economy really work, how to protect it and maximize your opportunity for financial prosperity.

Tribes, Seth Godin taught readers how to make it — to attract customers, win fans, and spread powerful ideas. But this book is different. It's about you — and how you can use the system to your advantage.

The definitive guide to the graphic presentation of information.
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